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ANN CRAVEN
by C. C.

Ann Craven, Two Lovebirds (at Sunset), 2018, oil on 
canvas 40 x 30 “

Pink canaries, in order to remain pink, must be fed exclusively crimson food. 
Without a consistent intake of pigment their unusual color fade away, re-
placed by a familiar yellow. ANN CRAVEN (Karma, $50), a new volume of the 
artist’s paintings, documents her practice of painting and repainting found 
images over the course of decades, showing them the same care 
that an aviculturist would a promising “red factor” canary (one that might 
someday become pink). Craven’s likenesses of birds, deer, flowers, and 
moonlit skies multiply over this book’s 560 pages, welcoming the reader into 
her hazy, unsettling wonder land of wide-eyed critters. ln shades of pink, yel-
low, purple, and orange, these paintings allow Craven to take the central con-
ceit of Robert Rauschenberg’s Factum I and II, both from 1957, and push it 
to its extreme: Instead of one copy, made concurrently with the original, how 
about fifteen, made over a lifetime? This obsessive sense of repetition over 
time unites most of Craven’s kitsch menagerie. Her “”Stripe” and “Palette” 
paintings -  among the few nonrepresentational works here-index the par-
ticular combinations of girlish pastel hues with which she has rendered her 
primary subjects. Pink Canary 2, a dainty oil paint ing of a bubblegum-hued 
bird, is dated 1997-2018: Craven has been carefully reworking this subject 
for more than twenty years. The effete fowl, alight on a berry-laden branch, 
betrays nothing of the artist’s extended process. In the present, the bird is 
simply beautiful.-C. C.
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Clockwise. from top left;James Turrell, Ganzfeld APANI, 2001. neon hghL fluorescent hght. Installation view, Arsenale, Vemce, 2011 Ann Craven, Two Lovebirds (at Sunset), 2018, 011 on canvas, 40 x 30". 

Zane le Muholi, Phlndi/e I, Paris, 201.4 gelatin s1tver pnnt, 20 ½ x 39 ½" 

James T urrell's dynamic expenmencs with light, space, color, 
and landscape can only be hinted at on the page. Even so, 
EXTRAORDINARY IDEAS-REALIZED (HatJe Cantz. $85) manages 
to convey much about the arnst's intentions, 1f not the experience 
of the work. The volume\ retrospective account begins in 1967 
and includes projection piece (chose created by a single beam of 
light), skyspaces (chambers whose ceilmgs are open to the sky), 
ganzfelds (mstallations that sup pre s depth perception), and 
plans and images devoted to the Roden Crater in Anzona, an 
Earthwork sculpture in which Turrell sought to make a space 
that "engaged celestial events." Each of these approaches to 
shaping lighr within geometric forms results in some kind of 
perceptual distortion, a realignment of the visitor's sense of 
materiality; Turrell's meciculou ly engineered environments 
rran form light into a palpable object. In photographs of various 
ganzfelds-luminous reaLns with tilted floors and coved cor
ners-people appear to float within a limitless radiance. Having 
visited one of these rooms at the Guggenheim in New York, I 
can attest to the disequilibrium, as well as ro an unsettling yet 
provocative sen e of occupying terra incognira. Light is felt as 
wind or heat might be felt; and space, when experienced as 
indefinite, paradoXJcally presse clo e and envelops the body. 
f.xtraordmary ldeascan't provide thar exrraordinary sensation, 
but it does remind us that light, a Turrell pucs it, "is a powerful 
sub tance." -ALBERT MOBILIO 

A reprint of the 1989 book BROKEN MUSIC: ARTISTS' 

REC0RDWORKS (Primary Information, $34), one of the first 
monographs to focus on artist ' use of vinyl, offers an essential 
look at rhe overlap of music and the visual arcs in the second half 
of the twentieth century. Ursula Block and Michael Glasmeier 
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have compiled a remarkably thorough pre-digital bibliography 
that will thrill obsessive Di cogs lurkers the world over. Broken 
Music also include a flexi disc of its namesake-a collage piece 
by Milan Knizak built our of the queaks and warbb of severely 
damaged albums, itself an experimental record rhar becomes a 
part of rhc tradition the book set our ro document. As the 
authors note, the nearly two-hundred-page compendium is 
meant to serve nor only as a reference, but al o as "an enrenain

mg picture book." Some highlights: Robert Rauschenberg's 
design for rhe cover of Talking Head 'Speaking in Tongues, 
which layers three clear disks primed with red, yellow, and blue 
collages so that they can be pun and reconfigured; Thomas 
Kapielski's swiss cheese record (a yellow cardboard disk with 
those characteristically irregular holes); Michael now's graphic, 
conceptual liner notes for hi 1975 record Musics for Piano, 
Whistling, Microphone and Tape Recorder; and everything 
Laurie Anderson has ever rouched. Now, if only we could hear 
these records ... - ANADA CHOATE 

During a conversation in September celebrating their new 
monograph,S0MNYAMA NG0NYAMA, HAIL THE DARK LIONESS 
(Aperture, $75), rhe South African photographer Zanele 
Muholi twice asserted, amiably bur firmly, rhar the book's 
hundred phorographs are self-portraics, nor el fies. Ar rhe same 
time, Muholi discounted the idea of thernself as the subject. 
These distinctions are important: Each of Muholi's self
portraits, made over the past ix peripatetic years, references a 
particular per onal experience or historical person or event
fr m their humiliation at border control ro the killing of andra 
Bland. The zip ties, travel pillows, latex gloves, and other handy 
materials that form the outfits Muholi wears in their images 

carry specific valences, too. In Sebenule, Parktown,johannes
burg (2016), those materials produce a portrait of domestic 
servitude: Muholi wears rolls of tape as hair buns and has 
coiled the flexible tubing from a washing machine around their 
shoulders, neck, and head; a modernist wall decoration in the 
background is constructed from a garbage bag and roilet paper. 
Like so many of Muholi's photographs, Sebenzile, Parktown, 
Johannesburg addresses the perception of the black body "as 
perishable, as expendable, forever laboring." Taken as a 
whole, the photographs in omnyama assemble an archive of 
black and LGBTQI self-representation Muholi did not have 
growing up; they have created one of the most multilayered, 
striking, and rewarding projects in contemporary photography. 
Somnyama expands the idea of elf-portraiture, revealing in its 
accumulated images rhe intricate structure of identity. In Bona, 
Charlottesville, Virginia (2015), Muholi lies on a bed and holds 
a hotel mirror so that it reflects rheir face back to them and to 
the viewer; in Muholi's native isiZulu, bona means both "they" 
and "see." "You hold up rhe mirror to yourself," they explain. 
"How else would you remember that you were there?" 
- !COLE RUDICK 

Pink canaries, in order to remain pink, must be fed ex lusively 
crimson food. Without a consistent intake of pigment their 
unusual color fade away, replaced by a familiar yellow. 
ANN CRAVEN (Karma, $50), a new volume of the artist's paint· 
ings, documencs her practice of painting and repainting found 
images over the cour e of decades, showing them the same care 
that a� aviculnirisr would a promi ing "red factor" canary (one 
that m1ghr someday become pink). raven's likene e of birds, 
deer, flowers, and moonlit skies multiply over this book's 560 






